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Level 1 Business Studies 2020

Standards 90837  90838  90839

Part A: Commentary
Candidates who achieved at a higher level understood the resource material
provided, had knowledge of business concepts and content (for example, the
business cycle), used appropriate small businesses, and were able to provide
relevant business solutions to operational problems in a small business. These
candidates also used and applied relevant Māori business concepts to expand
their answers to the business context provided.

Candidates who did not achieve made little use of the resource material provided,
attempted only parts of each question, and had limited business knowledge.
These candidates repeated the resource material or the wording of the question.

The majority of candidates who did achieve, demonstrated that they understood
the questions asked, answered most parts of each question, and were able to
apply business knowledge correctly. These candidates used relevant business
terminology rather than generic terminology in their answers.
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Part B: Report on standards

90837:  Demonstrate an understanding of internal features
of a small business
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

understood what the question was asking in relation to the resource provided

answered most parts of each question

defined / identified business terms correctly

used some of the resource material to support answers

used relevant business terms rather than generic terminology in their
answers.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly: 

attempted only parts of questions, or failed to attempt questions

defined / identified business terms incorrectly

did not use the resource material to support answers

used generic terminology in their answers

misinterpreted some parts of the questions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

understood the context and the questions asked

applied business concepts correctly to the resource material provided

explained most of their responses by applying business concepts to the
resource material provided.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

integrated the resource material provided into their responses

used relevant business concepts

provided a comprehensive, detailed answer to all questions
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integrated relevant Māori business concepts, enabling a comprehensive
answer to be demonstrated.

Standard-specific comments

There were a number of candidates who did not appear to understand specific
business terminology – for example, the difference between a partnership and a
registered company. Candidates found it difficult to identify documents that a
business could provide to show its success. It was encouraging that candidates
regularly used highlighters to identify key words in the question and resource
material, as they often then included these key words to good effect in their
answers.

 

 

90838: Demonstrate an understanding of external factors
influencing a small business
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

described and identified key business concepts

made use of relevant business terminology, for example, income / revenue,
profit, and sales

described their answer, rather than explaining by linking to consequences.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

gave brief answers and showed little understanding of the business concepts
being asked about – for example, Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 and
the Consumer Guarantees Act 2015

attempted only parts of questions, or failed to attempt questions

made reference to incorrect legislation – for example, Free Trade Agreement
instead of the Consumer Guarantees Act

misunderstood the question asked

did not use a small business for question 3(b), but instead used the business
context provided.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

understood the context and the questions asked

applied business concepts correctly to the resource material provided

explained most of their responses by linking to consequences affecting the
business

understood the Māori business concept and included this concept to expand
their answers.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

understood the impact of external events on the operations of the business
and their flow-on effects

provided comprehensive explanations around the reasons for consequences
/ impacts affecting the business.

Standard-specific comments

Some candidates were unable to interpret the diagram of the typical business
cycle. Candidates require accurate specialist business knowledge, concepts, and
content for this paper, as per the teaching and learning guidelines on the NZQA
website. For example, “The three Rs” (replace, refund, and repair) is knowledge
required for the Consumer Guarantees Act, not a Free Trade Agreement.

 

 

90839:  Apply business knowledge to an operational
problem(s) in a given small business context
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

answered most parts of each question

described or identified problems and solutions

provided basic definitions of terms

applied some examples throughout their responses

stated resource material in answers
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had knowledge of basic business concepts.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

attempted only parts of questions, or failed to attempt questions

misread or misunderstood the questions

were unable to identify the operational problems

did not describe appropriate solutions

lacked understanding of basic business concepts or terms

failed to apply resource material throughout answers.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

answered all parts of each question

explained problems, and both short-term and long-term solutions in depth

included examples where relevant

explained specific business concepts in context

used evidence from the resource material to support their explanations.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:  

provided in-depth explanations of problems, and both short-term and long-
term solutions, expanding their explanations to include the impact on the
business

included detailed examples where relevant

demonstrated fluency in business terminology and business knowledge

integrated evidence from the resource material into explanations.

Standard-specific comments

Candidates who misread the question or did not use the resource material
produced answers which were not relevant to the question. These candidates
often gave answers that were personal, emotional responses rather than an
action that they would take to an operational problem that the business had to
respond to.
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